
Used Gods


 Once again that subtle emptiness within. That burnt out hollow that nothing could fill. 

Well almost nothing. I dropped my hoe and stepped out of the terraced garden and onto the path 

below. This was no time to gape in wonderment or span the depths of confusion with that dogged 

familiar, thought. No, I'd experienced this emptiness before and knew exactly what would 

quench its thirst.

 I closed my eyes for a moments concentration and a breath to the infinite and back. When 

I opened my eyes I found myself in robes; long flowing, indigo with green and gold. I turned and 

smiled upon my statues of the Muses that my beauteous garden shared. Along the path I stepped, 

following the little stream of Tao out to the golden river of Ormolu. Across I stepped, displacing 

energy to the appropriate places. I was a little high upon realizing the opposite bank. It had been 

a while since my last translation. And onto the azure road my sandals led. Once again that pang 

of hunger spoke within. I could not remember how long it had been, so off to the marketplace my 

path now led. Isn't that where everyone goes when nothing seems to fulfill? A little shopping, a 

taste of freshness and maybe the theater, a ballet, a symphony or two.

 As ever the marketplace was mulling with people. it seemed like everyone was there, 

bandying and bartering with the vendors for this trinket or that. Off to the left a burst of light 

caught my attention. There was my manna! After a flirt, a greeting and a nod I found myself 

staring into the wizened eyes of an old vendor. His skin wove tight wrinkles across his smiling 

face. Despite his age, he never seemed to change.

 "I remember you." He said with a widening grin. "You were once my favorite customer."
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 "Do you have to remind me?" I winced.

 He laughed a little, remembering my youth an ago eon or two,

 How often I remember passing through the market on my way home from school and 

being inexplicably drawn to that curious sign: "Used Gods And Goddesses". We had for a while 

become good friends, exchanging cosmologies as others would their hard earned pentacle for 

jewelry, crystals, clothes and herbs. He waited me out a the mists of memory unfolded. When I 

looked up his appearance changed to that of a meat butcher in a Hebrew deli.

 "Can I offer you a little Jehovah?" I shook my head as he pointed to the plate of bearded 

Gods storming their new creations beside the white fish and lox.

 "How about a bagel?" I asked dryly.

 "He smiled and turned into a minister in a New Age candy store handing me a Frisbee 

size lollipop.

 "An almighty I Am Presence Lollipop!" He corrected, pointing at the trinity from base to 

center. "It has a three-fold, adjustable violet flavor at the base with a guaranteed for life, Christ 

quality center for life and a naturally sweetened aura of concentric emanations that looks 

beautiful in the home or office. Lick the pure white light at the center and you'll be redeemed for 

at least three decades."

 "No thanks. Have you got anything Eastern?"

 He smiled and instantly transformed into an elderly oriental man handing me a yin/yang 

boomerang and mandala dinner plates. I shook my head in amusement and his grin widened as 

he pulled a long tube from behind his back.
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 "Better than any...... pure white, holy light... or eternal flame... for relieving that... 

distracting emptiness within."

 He turned, plugged it into the ground and immediately at its base appeared a lotus of red, 

then orange, on through to purple the top. I shrugged unimpressed but he held out a gnarled 

finger and pointed. Each lotus glowed in brilliant neon until I could feel their varying affects. 

Soon a collection of buzzing white particles slithered around the tube in the shape of a snake.  

 "Hmm." I pondered. "I'll take that for a friend."

 Next, amidst the shifting veils in the tent behind him I spied a seductive looking fertility 

goddess dancing oiled in the half light. I closed my eyes and breathed. "Not in this life cycle 

thank you. And when I opened my eyes a great Saxon woman stood before me, holding a bottled 

Loki.

 I took it into my hands for a closer look and felt the urge to dash it against a rock.

 "Careful." She bellowed. "That little trickster will never cease to make life as interesting 

as possible." The little horned god grinned, ready to spread his maniacal intent.

 "And if that isn't strong enough for ye, I'll throw in a bottle of Hela to mix."

 "No thanks, I cut that stuff out long ago." Images of my Buddha cat chasing them around 

for a snack was amusing but very transitory. "I still have a Yggdrasill you sold me eons ago and 

its growing very well. Do you have any more cosmic trees for my gardens?"

        The Saxon turned, covered herself in her cloak and emerged as a sorceress with a gnarled 

old carved staff. The tale between us was ornately carved with various mystic symbols and 

covered with amulets, crystals, wands, chalices and the like. In the middle of the table stood an 

immense object covered with a tapestry of silk.
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 With a few movements of her hands the cloth disappeared, revealing a tree of mysterious 

power and beauty. Its aura was unique, evoking subtle impressions of a hidden order within the 

cosmos. Upon closer examination I discovered its trunk was an intricately woven spiral of a 

single pattern repeated from root to leaf.

 "Okay, put that with the light."

 In a burst of light, the sorceress disappeared and a dark skinned man in flowing robes and 

a turban on floating carpet appeared. In one hand he held a miniature sphinx sitting by a couple 

of unfinished pyramids.

 "Slaves not included." And in the other hand he held a lantern which no doubt housed a 

temperamental genie of some sort.

 "What next?" I mused. "What next?"

 A puff of smoke, oppressive heat, a revolting smell. I should have known.

 "How about a demon? Or maybe an angel? A demon that looks like an angel? An angel 

that looks like a demon?"

 I laughed aloud, unable to contain myself and found that something in the air had 

changed, Instead of the devil, Pan sat before me playing an enthralling melody through a pipe of 

reeds. Slowly, cautiously a variety of fairies, fawns elves, and a unicorn of white emerged from 

the surrounding woods.

 "Okay, give me the unicorn, but make it tie-dyed. what I'm really looking for is an Earth 

Goddess with a mind of her own."

 Once again as the wizened vendor, he glowed with appreciation at our friendship 

renewed. "Will that be for here or to go?"
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 "For here, of course. How much will that be?

 "This time for you, its free." Smiling, we bowed in mutual reverence, uttering the usual 

words of greeting from which there is no parting.
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